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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, large quantities of data reside in different and heteroge-

neous NoSQL stores that accommodate the individual requirements

of each application, such as scalability, efficiency and flexibility

to schema changes. In contrast to the well-established relational

model, NoSQL stores are still non-standardized and use heteroge-

neous languages and APIs for data access. In consequence, big data

developers and data analysts need to write customized code for data

access, exploration and analysis over different NoSQL stores. We

present a solution to this problem that allows seamless access to dif-

ferent NoSQL stores using a common programming API. Moreover,

we show that we can exploit this API in order to provide declarative

access to NoSQL stores using a SQL-like language.
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1 MOTIVATION & RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Despite their popularity in the development of scalable, big data

applications, NoSQL stores [1] still rely on heterogeneous data

models, languages and APIs. Even though this is considered as a

positive feature formodern, data-intensive applications (aswe know

nowadays that “one size does not fit all” when it comes to DBMS [6]),

it also poses important problems. In particular, developers need to

learn different query languages to access different NoSQL stores, a

fact that also hinders portability of applications when a different

storage system is chosen.

Existing solutions to this problem include polystores [2], data-

base engines that use different systems (including NoSQL) for stor-

age of different data types. However, polystores comprise yet an-

other query engine (with components for query execution, opti-

mization, etc.) that needs to interact with existing storage systems

that include their own query engines. Another relevant approach is
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Facebook’s Presto [5] (recently known as Trino), which is an SQL-

compliant query engine that operates on a wide variety of different

data sources. Again, the general idea is to put a new query engine

in order to unify query processing on top of existing systems that

already provide native support for query processing. Although this

is meaningful for certain applications, it is not necessarily appeal-

ing for developers that need to use popular NoSQL stores in their

big data architectures and query them using the same language.

Instead, we envision a unified approach for declarative querying

of heterogeneous NoSQL stores using the same query language. Yet,

our objective is to support this without building a new query engine.

Our solution to this problem is a lightweight, unified API, called

NoDA [3, 4] (https://github.com/the-noda-project), that consists

of simple data access operators, such as filter, project, sort,
limit and aggregate. Inspired by the ODBC/JDBC paradigm in

relational databases, NoDA defines data access operators that are

implemented for different NoSQL stores. Using NoDA, developers

can express their queries in the same language, but target differ-

ent NoSQL stores by simply changing only the connection to the

underlying store. Perhaps most importantly,NoDA’s data access op-

erators have enabled the provision of an SQL interface which takes

as input a SQL statement, translates it to NoDA data access opera-

tors, which can be directed to any of the supported NoSQL stores.

Currently, we have implemented NoDA [3] for diverse NoSQL

stores: MongoDB (document store), HBase (wide-column store),

Redis (key-value store) and Neo4J (graph database).

2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Several interesting research directions can be followed in the future:

• How our approach can be exploited to fetch data stored

across multiple NoSQL stores and retrieve the combined

results.

• Handling more complex data types is also challenging; cur-

rently, we work on spatio-temporal data, but other complex

types are of interest, such as trajectories, graphs and textu-

ally annotated spatial data.

• Our approach focuses on analytical queries, so extending it

towards supporting updates is also of interest.

• How to efficiently support joins of distributed data collec-

tions is another challenging direction, even more across

different NoSQL stores.

https://github.com/the-noda-project
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